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2022 – Study Question
Trade Marks and the Internet and Social Media

Introduction

1) The use of, or reference to, another party’s trade marks in some manner on the internet has become ubiquitous. Such use or reference may include, for example, use in the context of keyword advertising, metatags, hashtags, ranking in a platform search, domain name registration, app names, and resale of goods via online marketplaces. Similarly, social media sites have rapidly evolved into essential marketing tools for many businesses and also the use of trade marks on social media by third parties, e.g. by influencers or in (re)tweets, is abundant.

2) The online use and protection of trade marks (e.g. monitoring misuse and establishing infringement) raise new challenges. The question arises whether the current trade mark laws are still a good fit.

Why AIPPI considers this an important area of study

3) With the ever increasing importance of the internet and social media, AIPPI considers it appropriate to consider how the challenges referred to above should best be addressed.

Previous work of AIPPI

4) AIPPI has adopted relevant resolutions in 1998 and 2001. In the Resolution on Q143 – “Internet domain names, trademarks and trade names” (Rio de Janeiro, 1998), AIPPI resolved, inter alia, that the use of a trade mark as part of a domain name on the internet for offering goods and/or services may be sufficient to constitute trade mark infringement.
In the Resolution on Q164 – “The Use of Trademarks and other Signs on the Internet” (Melbourne, 2001), AIPPI resolved:

"1. The problems raised by the clash between the ubiquity of cyberspace and the territoriality of intellectual property rights with respect to the use of marks and other distinctive signs on the Internet must be approached and solved on a global level. It is acknowledged that the WIPO draft provisions (SCT 6/7 Prov. 1) constitute a pragmatic and useful effort to reach such a solution. AIPPI welcomes the general principle of commercial effect as embodied in the draft provisions, notwithstanding the need for further clarification and discussion on the way in which this principle should be implemented.

2. When assessing the infringement of intellectual property rights by the use of a sign on the Internet, national authorities should take into account whether the use of that sign has an actual or threatened commercial effect in the territory concerned.

3. The same test should be applied when assessing the acquisition and maintenance of rights in distinctive signs, and in respect of acts constituting unfair competition or similar torts in the commercial sphere.

4. Courts should be aware of the territorial reach of their competence, and should limit their decisions concerning the use of signs on the Internet to measures which do not unduly restrict activities which are legitimate in respect of the countries to which they are directed, provided that they only have commercial effect there and are not committed in bad faith."

5) AIPPI has furthermore looked at trade mark rights and their use in respect of the internet and social media on numerous occasions as a topic for panel sessions including:

- 2021 Online Congress: “Guilty or not guilty: platform liability & safe harbours”
- 2020 Online Congress: “The fight against online counterfeiting: how can rights holders, platforms and authorities work together”
- 2020 Online Congress: “#trademarks #the new reality: trademarks on social media”
- 2012 Seoul Congress: “Trademark implications of keywords and metatags”
- 2011 Hyderabad Congress: “Twitter®, Facebook® and other social networks – implications on trademark and domain name protection”
Scope of this Study Question

6) This Study Question will explore in what ways trade marks are used on the internet and social media which may constitute trade mark infringement and what differences, if any, there are between online trade mark protection and traditional offline trade mark protection.

7) Technical issues such as how to make use of various technologies to discover, monitor or stop trade mark infringement on the internet and social media are out of the scope of this Study Question.

8) This Study Question concerns issues related to trade mark infringement. It does not address any use requirements for trade mark registration or maintenance, nor other trade mark invalidity grounds.

9) The issue of conflicts between trade marks and domain names (addressed in the Resolution on Q143) will not be discussed in this Study Question.

Discussion

10) One of the issues encountered in respect of trade mark use on the internet or social media is in which jurisdiction the use is taking place and, in other words, in which jurisdiction a trade mark owner can invoke its rights against that use. For example, a trade mark which is approved for registration in China cannot be enforced in the UK, unless the right holder has also acquired a trade mark right in the UK. The access coverage of the internet and social media is generally broader than or different from the protection coverage of a trade mark right.

11) In a trade mark infringement case in China (Shi Ling Jun v. Shenzhen Allmax Technology Co., Ltd.¹), the second instance court took into consideration the factor of commercial effect and held that although the Chinese consumers could open the defendant’s website (www.allmaxchina.com) in China and view the information of the suspected infringing products there, this website was only in English and the target customers of the defendant were consumers in foreign countries and it did not sell products in China. Thus, the use of the concerned trade mark on the defendant’s website had no commercial effect in China. In

¹ (2016) Yue 03 Min Zhong No. 3707.
Europe, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) held in *AMS Neve*\(^2\) that an EU trade mark court would have jurisdiction in the United Kingdom under the *forum delicti commissi* doctrine (place where the infringement took place) if it finds that it is apparent, based on the content of the website operated in Spain, including details of the geographic areas to which the seller is willing to dispatch the product, that the advertising and offers for sale were targeted at consumers or traders in its territory.

12) Another issue regarding trade mark use on the Internet and social media is related to keyword advertising/ranking services, which allow the keyword buyer (or someone else it allows the use of the keyword) to be displayed prominently among the search results or in the ranking list. Such is a common occurrence in search engines and online market platforms. This can be problematic if such a keyword is another party’s trade mark.

13) The decision *1-800 Contacts, Inc. v. Lens.com*\(^3\) in the USA concerned a dispute regarding the question whether or not a certain keyword advertisement infringed a trade mark right. The plaintiff and the defendant in this case were direct competitors. The plaintiff had found out that the defendant’s name appeared in the Google search results when searching for “1-800 Contacts” and the cause of this was the fact that the defendant’s marketing affiliate had purchased “1800contacts” and other close variations as keywords for Google searches. The District Court held that although a defendant’s purchase of search engine keywords could amount to use in commerce under the Lanham Act, the mere purchase of such keywords did not give rise to trade mark liability. On appeal, the 10th Circuit affirmed that use of the keywords did not give rise to a likelihood of confusion. The plaintiff thus failed in its claim of trade mark infringement in this case.

14) In China however, the Chongqing 5th Intermediate People’s Court established trade mark infringement in a similar case. In the case of *Chongqing Jujiao Human Resource Services Co., Ltd. v. Qianjing Network Information Technology Co., Ltd.*\(^4\) (2017), the plaintiff sued the defendants for trade mark infringement as the name of one of the defendants appeared in the front of the search results for the plaintiff’s registered trade mark in the Baidu search engine (run by the other defendant, Beijing Baidu Internet). The court considered that the plaintiff and one of the defendants (Qianjing), were direct competitors and held that this defendant took unfair

---

\(^2\) CJEU 5 September 2019, ECLI:EU:C:2019:674 (*AMS Neve*).

\(^3\) 722 F.3d 1229 (2013).

\(^4\) (2017) Yu 05 Min Chu No. 377.
advantage of the reputation and goodwill of the plaintiff’s registered trade mark. Qianjing’s behaviour weakened the association between the plaintiff and its registered trade mark and the function of the trade mark to distinguish the plaintiff’s services from others. It also increased the search cost for the plaintiff’s consumers. Therefore, trade mark infringement was established. For the other defendant, Beijing Baidu Internet, the court held that it should not bear liability since the keywords were added by the purchaser, i.e., the defendant, Qianjing, itself, and Beijing Baidu Internet had handled the matter with a reasonable and prudent duty of care.

15) In the EU, the CJEU ruled that the proprietor of a trade mark is entitled to prevent a competitor from advertising – on the basis of a keyword which is identical with the trade mark and which has been selected in an internet referencing service by the competitor without the proprietor’s consent – goods or services identical with those for which that mark is registered, where that use is liable to have an adverse effect on one of the functions of the trade mark. Such use:

- adversely affects the trade mark’s function of indicating origin where the advertising displayed on the basis of that keyword does not enable reasonably well-informed and reasonably observant internet users, or enables them only with difficulty, to ascertain whether the goods or services concerned by the advertisement originate from the proprietor of the trade mark or an undertaking economically linked to that proprietor or, on the contrary, originate from a third party;

- does not adversely affect, in the context of an internet referencing service having the characteristics of the service at issue in the main proceedings, the trade mark’s advertising function; and

- adversely affects the trade mark’s investment function if it substantially interferes with the proprietor’s use of its trade mark to acquire or preserve a reputation capable of attracting consumers and retaining their loyalty.

In the same decision, the CJEU ruled that the proprietor of a trade mark with a reputation is entitled to prevent a competitor from advertising on the basis of a keyword corresponding to that trade mark, which the competitor has, without the proprietor’s consent, selected in an internet referencing service, where the competitor thereby takes unfair advantage of the distinctive character or repute of the trade mark (free-riding) or where the advertising is detrimental to that

---

5 CJEU 22 September 2011, ECLI:EU:C:2011:604 (Interflora/Marks&Spencer).
distinctive character (dilution) or to that repute (tarnishment). Advertising on the basis of such a keyword is detrimental to the distinctive character of a trade mark with a reputation (dilution) if, for example, it contributes to turning that trade mark into a generic term. By contrast, the proprietor of a trade mark with a reputation is not entitled to prevent, inter alia, advertisements displayed by competitors on the basis of keywords corresponding to that trade mark, which put forward — without offering a mere imitation of the goods or services of the proprietor of that trade mark, without causing dilution or tarnishment and without, moreover, adversely affecting the functions of the trade mark with a reputation — an alternative to the goods or services of the proprietor of that mark.

16) In addition to the traditional measures for handling trade mark infringement, the major online market platforms provide their own dispute resolution services for trade mark disputes. They have generally put a notice-and-take-down-mechanism in place (though the conditions may differ). However, other relevant services, if any, relating to trade mark protection available on various platforms may differ from each other greatly. For instance, Amazon allows trade mark right holders to enroll their trade mark registrations or applications in their “Amazon Brand Registry” which will enable self-monitoring and other services, but no similar service is offered on the Alibaba IP Protection Platform.

17) Yet another question concerns use of trade marks by social media influencers (“internet celebrities”). It has become very common for companies to hire influencers to promote their products, as influencers have a large number of followers who often buy whatever the influencers recommend. This is called “influencer marketing”. Should influencers under circumstances be liable for trade mark infringement in relation to the products and services they endorse orally or in writing? There have been cases in which influencers have been sued together with the manufacturers of the concerned products. An example is the US case Petunia Products v. Molly Sims. In this case, supermodel and influencer Molly Sims was paid to blog about the “Brow Defining Boost” product for beauty company Rodan & Fields. Rodan & Fields’ competitor Petunia owns the registered trade mark BROW BOOST and sued both Rodan & Fields and Molly Sims. Petunia claimed that Molly Sims is liable for trade mark infringement, unfair competition and false advertising because her blog post had mentioned Brow Defining Boost by name. Molly Sims requested the court to dismiss the claims against her. On 6 August 2021, U.S. District Judge Cormac Carney ruled largely against Sims⁶, refusing to dismiss the direct trade mark infringement claim and

---

⁶ Case No.: SACV 21-00630-CJC (ADSx)(Petunia Products, Inc. v. RODAN & FIELDS, LLC, MOLLY SIMS, and DOES 1 TO 20).
You are invited to submit a Report addressing the questions below.

Questions

I. Current law and practice

Please answer the below questions with regard to your Group's current law and practice.

1) In your Group's current laws or regulations, are there any provisions that specifically concern trade mark protection on the internet or social media? Please answer YES or NO. If YES, please list these.

2) Is there any authority in the country or region of your Group which deals with trade mark infringement matters on the internet or social media, which is different from the authority for traditional off-line trade mark infringement matters? Please answer YES or NO. If YES, please specify which.

3) Is there any special mechanism/procedure available in the country or region of your Group to handle trade mark infringement matters on the internet or social media? Please answer YES or NO. If YES, please clarify which.

4) What ways of use of a trade mark on the internet and social media might constitute trade mark infringement if there is no permission from the trade mark owner? Please choose one or more answers from the following choices:

a) use to sell a product or service online;

b) use as a keyword (in a search engine or ranking at a platform);

c) use as a metatag;

d) use as a hashtag;

e) use in a review posting;

f) use as the name of a social media account or an online shop name;

g) use for a comparison;

h) use to endorse or promote another party's product or service;

i) other, namely …………. 
5) Are there any different tests applying to online trade mark infringement compared with traditional off-line trade mark infringement? Please answer YES or NO. If YES, please state which.

6) What factors are taken into account when assessing whether there is jurisdiction regarding the use of a trade mark online (on a website or app)? Please choose one or more answers from the following choices:
   a) whether the consumers in your country or region can access the website or app;
   b) whether the server of the website or app is located in your country or region;
   c) whether the website or app uses a local language of your country or region;
   d) whether the website or app allows to pay in the local currency of your country or region;
   e) whether goods/services are delivered to consumers in your country or region by the user of the trade mark on that website or app;
   f) whether there is any business facility of the user of the trade mark in your country or region;
   g) whether there are any promotional activities targeting consumers in your country or region by the user of the trade mark;
   h) other, namely ........

7) a) Can the use of another party’s trade mark as a keyword in keyword search advertisement services\(^7\) without the trade mark owner’s permission infringe that trade mark? Please answer YES or NO.
   b) If YES, under which conditions is trade mark infringement established?

8) a) Do one or more online market platforms in the country or region of your Group\(^8\) provide services to stop trade mark infringement on their platform? Please answer YES or NO.
   b) If YES, what services are provided? Please tick the below boxes that apply (in the comment box you may specify if these differ for different platforms):
      □ notice and take-down

---

\(^7\) Keyword search advertisement refers to such an advertisement wherein the information about the keyword buyer or any party the buyer appoints appears alone in the search result or in the front or at a prominent position of the search results when one conducts the search with such keyword.

\(^8\) Herein “online market platforms in the country or region of your Group” refers to those local online market platforms or those international ones that operate in your country or region.
☐ shop-shut down
☐ initiative policing and investigation of trade mark infringement
☐ authentic products verification
☐ trade mark recording system
☐ other, namely ……………

9) a) According to your Group’s current laws and practice, can a social media influencer bear liability for his or her endorsement of a product or service infringing another party’s trade mark? Please answer YES or NO.

b) If YES, under which conditions is trade mark infringement established?

II. Policy considerations and proposals for improvements of your Group’s current law

10) Could your Group’s current law or practice relating to the use by third parties of trade marks on the internet and social media be improved? If YES, please explain.

11) Are there any other policy considerations and/or proposals for improvement to your Group’s current law falling within the scope of this Study Question?

III. Proposals for harmonisation

Please consult with relevant in-house / industry members of your Group in responding to Part III.

12) Do you believe that there should be harmonisation in relation to trade mark protection on the internet and social media? Please answer YES or NO.

If YES, please respond to the following questions without regard to your Group’s current law or practice.

Even if NO, please address the following questions to the extent your Group considers your Group’s current law or practice could be improved.

13) Should there be any provisions that specifically concern trade mark protection on the internet or social media? Please answer YES or NO.
14) Should there be any authority to deal with trade mark infringement matters on the internet or social media, which is different from the authority for traditional off-line trade mark infringement matters? Please answer YES or NO.

15) Should there be any special mechanism/procedure to handle trade mark infringement matters on the internet or social media? Please answer YES or NO.

16) What ways of use of a trade mark on the internet and social media should constitute trade mark infringement if there is no permission from the trade mark owner? Please choose one or more answers from the following choices:
   a) use to sell a product or service online;
   b) use as a keyword (in a search engine or ranking at a platform);
   c) use as a metatag;
   d) use as a hashtag;
   e) use in a review posting;
   f) use as the name of a social media account or an online shop name;
   g) use for a comparison;
   h) use to endorse or promote another party's product or service;
   i) other, namely ...........

17) Should there be any different tests applying to online trade mark infringement compared with traditional off-line trade mark infringement? Please answer YES or NO. If YES, please state which.

18) What factors should be taken into account when assessing whether there is jurisdiction regarding the use of a trade mark online (on a website or app)? Please choose one or more answers from the following choices:
   a) whether the consumers in the country or region can access the website or app;
   b) whether the server of the website or app is located in the country or region;
   c) whether the website or app uses a local language of the country or region;
   d) whether the website or app allows to pay in the local currency of the country or region;
   e) whether goods/services are delivered to consumers in the country or region by the user of the trade mark on that website or app;
   f) whether there is any business facility of the user of the trade mark in the country or region;
g) whether there are any promotional activities targeting consumers in the country or region by the user of the trade mark;

h) other, namely ...........

19) a) Should the use of another party’s trade mark as a keyword in keyword search advertisement services\(^9\) without the trade mark owner’s permission infringe that trade mark? Please answer YES or NO.

b) If YES, under which conditions should trade mark infringement be established?

20) a) Should online market platforms provide services to stop trade mark infringement on their platform? Please answer YES or NO.

b) If YES, what services should be provided? Please tick the below boxes that apply:
   - notice and take-down
   - shop-shut down
   - initiative policing and investigation of trade mark infringement
   - authentic products verification
   - trade mark recording system
   - other, namely .............

21) a) Should a social media influencer bear liability for his or her endorsement of a product or service infringing another party’s trade mark? Please answer YES or NO.

b) If YES, under which conditions should trade mark infringement be established?

Other

22) Please comment on any additional issues concerning any aspect of trade marks and the internet and social media you consider relevant to this Study Question.

23) Please indicate which industry/cultural sector views provided by in-house counsel are included in your Group’s answers to Part III.

---

\(^9\) Keyword search advertisement refers to such an advertisement wherein the information about the keyword buyer or any party the buyer appoints appears alone in the search result or in the front or at a prominent position of the search results when one conducts the search with such keyword.